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Whilst young children may create chaos they also
have a tremendous need and love for an ordered
environment. You can help your child by managing toys
and books. Rather than a big basket it is best to provide
containers for various activities and to avoid having
everything out at one time. Perhaps have their favourite
items out all the time and swap out other toys and
books regularly. This gives variety and makes for fresh
and interesting rediscovery.
Furniture should encourage good posture and support
independence. Try to arrange places for things like bags
and shoes so that your child can access them easily.
Identify where items are to go so your child knows
where to find items they wish to use. Small baskets give
easy access, low shelving and low placed hooks for
hanging items are ideal.
Establish routines for general activities. Young children
feel secure with known routines. You might develop
these around breakfast and the morning, bedtime and
mealtimes. Whatever rules you establish, be consistent!
Once the routine is complete, then that’s that! For
example, at night, once the teeth, drink and story are
complete, say goodnight and mean it! If they get up, say
you will put them back to bed. At various times they are
going to challenge you, but generally, if you follow the
routine and consistency it will be a smooth Process.
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You might have Family ground rules, such as we eat
dinner together. Everyone can talk and take turns
respecting each other. We strongly recommend families
make time to eat together with no television or digital
devices. Children are natural explorers, scientists,
workers and participators. Try to give your child
opportunities for exploring in nature, in the garden, and
play with them. It’s fun to get out magnifying glasses or
balance on rocks. You can do it too!

Remember you are the first and most important teacher
your child will have! Role model the behavior you
consider a priority. Respect for others, meeting and
greeting or speaking with eye contact, showing concern
for someone in pain, care and manners at the table,
careful attention to grandparents and older community
members, teaching thank you and appreciation and
so much more. You are a role-model. Children learn
directly from their environment! Teach them how to
resolve disputes.

Enjoy every moment of their growing up!
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“Joy, feeling
one’s own value, being
appreciated and loved
by others, feeling useful and
capable of production are all
factors of enormous value for the
human soul.”
- Maria Montessori -

Guiding Principles
Allow concentration
Avoid disrupting concentration
Step back and don’t do things
Try not to interrupt – pretend they aren’t there!

Supporting Routines
Self-care
Dressing
Toileting
Breakfast
Washing face
Cleaning teeth
Bed making
Eating
Clearing table
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Independent Activities
Art
Play
Sandpit
Swinging bars
Drawing and painting
Trampoline
Puzzles
Messy play
Scissor skills
Water painting
Chalk drawing

“The senses,
being the explorers
of the world, open the
way to knowledge.”
- Maria Montessori 9

Shared Activities

Reading stories
Telling stories
Gardening
Cooking
Space to let things happen
Puzzles
Family projects
Games
Hang out laundry
Play with peg basket
Household chores
Watering plants
Sweeping leaves
Cleaning windows
Wiping the table
Scubbing and washing vegetables
Dancing
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Outside Activities
Nature walks
Walks
Adventures
Go play, dance, sing, jump, skip, hop, balance
Playgrounds
Play
Encouraging imaginative play
Have fun
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Helpful Tips + Approaches
Set boundaries
Make changes gradually
Choose your battles (change is hard)
Have expectations (that they at least attempt)
Make the punishment fit the crime
Avoid underestimating your child’s abilities
Allow children to ask for help (step back and wait)
Adjust and parent to what is presenting on the day
Model social skills (appropriate response, eye contact)
Role model eating habits
Role model courtesy and behavour
Set food rules for snacks between meals
Establish family meals at a dinner table, without tv or
other devices
Model conversation at meal timesmodel manners at
meal times
Model reading by reading for you!

Wherever possible, take time, slow down
A child is a work in progress
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Activities Outside the Home
Cool Free Stuff
Parks – make a game to discover new playgrounds
Buy a map of the city!
Libraries – try visiting them all!
Museum
Riccarton Bush
Sumner Esplanade
Botanic Gardens
Hagley Park with a balance bike, scooter
Fantastic Franks Footy. Phone John 0212459484 or
Barry 0210632194
Sign of the Kiwi
Visit Lyttelton
Discover the Port Hills Walking Tracks:
www.ccc.govt.nz/parks-and-gardens/explore-parks/
port-hills/port-hills-walking-track-map

“The child has a
different relation to his
environment from ours... the
child absorbs it.”
- Maria Montessori -
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Paid Activities
Mainly Music
www.mainlymusic.org/
Julie Wylie: Early Childhood Musical Play
juliewyliemusic.com
Swimming: Aquagym
www.aquagym.co.nz
Learn to Swim
ccc.govt.nz/rec-and-sport/learn-to-swim/
Gymnastics: Christchurch School of Gymnastics
www.csg.org.nz
Gymnastics:
www.olympia.org.nz
Tumbletimes: a casual parent-child/pre-school gymnastics session
available at Pioneer, Graham Condon and Cowles Stadium.
GymbaROO Riccarton
GymbaROO South
www.gymbaroochchsouth.co.nz
Coastal Spirit Football Club
coastalspirit.co.nz
The Southern Centre – Multi-Sensory Experience
ccc.govt.nz/rec-and- sport/rec-and-sport-centres/pioneer/multisensory-experience
Visit Quail Island
Go for a ride on the Ferry to Diamond Harbour
Get a Family Annual Pass to: Gondola and Tram, Willowbank
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“Play is the work of the child.”
- Maria Montessori -

“Any child who is
self-sufficient, who can tie his
shoes, dress or undress himself,
reflects in his joy and sense of
achievement the image of human
dignity which is derived from a sense
of independence.”

- Maria Montessori -
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